
THRIVE in FIVE

As women professionals, we know how to work hard, take action, and
smash goals in both our personal and professional lives. We also are
intimately acquainted with the overwhelm and exhaustion that being “on” all
the time creates.

We benefit exponentially when we embrace slowing down and tapping into
our inner wisdom to have fun and enjoy our lives while setting healthy
boundaries around our time, energy, and relationships.

49% of women physicians report feeling stressed on a regular basis. Stress
causes exhaustion, confusion, and overwhelm and happens naturally when
we’re not tapped into using our brain most effectively.

Our brains are our best asset and I want to teach you 3 simple and fast
steps that I use in depth with my clients so you can reduce stress to
increase clarity and focus while conserving energy and creating more time
and fun in your daily life.

My clients spend three months becoming experts at maximizing their time,
energy, and fun while decreasing stress in my unique, customized program.
This shows them how to slow down, identify and solve stress triggers, and
re-prioritize their life to create freedom and relaxation. Clients report better
sleep, weight loss, and an abundance of free time. They also notice
improved work efficiency and increased relationship intimacy, especially
with family. They reduce their stress levels up to 75%.

You can reclaim your joy of helping others while helping yourself in a
simple, effective and unique way - the stress stops here and the solutions
start now!
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LET’S GET TO IT!

Time & energy - two things we never seem to have enough of.
Spend less than five minutes utilizing this one simple tool to instantly
reduce your stress levels.
My PAL (Pause, Ask, Listen) system was designed to be both quick and
effective and is one of many tools I teach my clients. Practicing this tool
daily builds new neural pathways in the brain (this is key to creating new
results and forming the habits that create a vibrant, thriving life).

*One more thing before we start: you may notice your brain resisting this tool. That’s normal.
Any new skill requires a tiny bit more energy and focus. Our brains love to be efficient and avoid
the discomfort of change. If you can allow the discomfort and continue through that resistance,
you’re sharpening your skill of creating stress solutions for every occasion.

Step 1: PAUSE with PRESENCE
Notice when you feel stressed or overwhelmed

Meditation and yoga and deep breathing are fantastic. They also require
time from your already busy schedule. I found when I was snapping at my
family or maximally frustrated at work, it was ultimately because I was
feeling stressed and didn’t have any way to release the pressure valve.

By simply recognizing and acknowledging the moments where we feel the
stress, we can start to shift its power over us and act intentionally instead of
reacting.

ACTION STEP: Anytime you feel stressed today - simply notice it.
Take a few breaths to come back into your body at that moment. Say
(in your head or out loud), “my brain and body are stressed”. This
separates you from the feeling so you can start to consciously take
back your power.
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STEP 2: ASK

Ask your brain what the stress is trying to tell you

We’re often afraid to check in with ourselves. We’re too busy focusing on
everyone else first. We’re taught as women to do this from a young age.

By putting ourselves last and not knowing what we want and value, we’re
disconnected. This contributes to our stress and keeps us from being fully
engaged in our lives and relationships. We’re essentially going through the
motions. We’re driven by perfectionism and afraid to set healthy
boundaries.

ACTION STEP:

When you feel stressed, ask yourself: “what is it trying to tell me”? or
“Where am I disagreeing, resisting or avoiding the
situation/conversation/task?” and “Have I heard this message
before?” (if yes, is there any new value in it… if not it’s much easier to
let it go).

A note: Seeking internal validation builds trust in our decision making process
and taps us back into our inner wisdom.
Often we’re feeling stress and resistance because the request being made of us
isn’t aligned with our values. We don’t want to say “no” because we've been
conditioned to people-please. I explore these defaults regularly with my clients to
loosen this association and create health boundaries. Acting with compassion for
ourselves and others leads to healthy stress solutions.

Just as our acute pain alerts us when we’re touching a hot stove, acute stress is
helpful in alerting us that our system is telling us “danger”. However, the
continued overactivation of our stress system (the sympathetic fight-or-flight
response) keeps us from learning from the response and defaults to the
equivalent of keeping our hand on the hot stove.
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STEP 3: LISTEN

Practice internalizing what your body and finely tuned brain are telling you
with this acute stress response.

Listen to and notice what your brain automatically jumps to. We are
regularly judging ourselves or others. Seek curiosity in place of judgement
(I know you went there, because we all do - as our built in human default
setting).

Ask yourself, “is this really true?” and “is there any other way someone
could think of this?”. When we consider other perspectives, it helps us tap
into our inner wisdom and opens up options to free us from our stress.

Acknowledging stress and allowing it to help us assists with us processing
and releasing it. When we address it acutely, we prevent it from sticking
around and becoming a chronic stress that wreaks havoc on our
decision-making ability, boundary setting, and warps our expectations of
both ourselves and others. This drains our energy, freedom and time on a
regular basis.

ACTION STEP: Say (out loud or in your head): “thanks brain, I hear
you and I’ve got this” and then take what you've learned and move
forward through your day.

FINAL THOUGHTS:

We are in the driver’s seat of our stress and our life. Ultimately, we can turn
the dial up, down or off. We first have to know how to use the controls. My
clients enjoy the luxury of slowing down to embrace and rediscover their
best lives. They use my unique process and tools to create customized
stress solutions for every aspect of their personal and professional lives. I
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know firsthand what it feels like to be overwhelmed and exhausted, I also
know the solution is simple and within your reach.

You’ll be getting a series of emails over the next week sharing more about
my journey and what other steps you can take to decrease stress and
thrive more quickly and easily in your life.

However, you don’t have to wait to feel better faster.

I want to invite you to take your thriving to the next level by scheduling your
free consultation call with me. We’ll talk about what’s stressing you out.
We’ll clearly outline and understand exactly where you’re stuck. Then we’ll
talk through what your joyful life looks like (this is the fun part where you
dream big and admit everything you really want). Last, we’ll create a plan
for you to get there. You’ll leave this call clear and inspired. You’ll also know
exactly what your next steps are.

Then, if we’re a good fit, we can talk about working together and I’ll answer
any questions you have. There's no pressure to buy and I consistently get
feedback that the consultation session alone is valuable.

I look forward to hearing all about the success that you have with solving
your stress.

Hugs,

Liz
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https://app.acuityscheduling.com/schedule.php?owner=20541007&appointmentType=16589001
https://app.acuityscheduling.com/schedule.php?owner=20541007&appointmentType=16589001

